Short break specialist Superbreak branches out in to Airport Parking
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Heading to the airport and need to pre-book your car parking? Booking a weekend break away and need to
drive to the airport but don’t want to queue up to pay on your return? Short break operator Superbreak
[http://www.superbreak.com] is for the first time offering airport parking for anyone flying out of nine
of the UK’s major airports. With savings of up to 60% on standard ‘drive in’ on the day prices
there has never been a better reason to pre-book.
Airport parking, at secured car parks, has been launched at Gatwick, Heathrow, Birmingham, Bristol,
Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Prestwick, with more UK airports likely to follow soon.
Sample prices:
•Glasgow - £2.50 per day
•Birmingham - £3.25 per day
•Manchester - £5.25 per day
•Gatwick - £7.50 per day
Unlike several of its competitors, Superbreak does not charge a credit-card fee on booking.
Plus, Superbreak is also offering a new ‘Meet & Greet’ service which is ideal for those who want to
save a little more time by going directly to the airport terminal and then your car is valet parked for
you. This service is currently offered at Gatwick, Heathrow, Birmingham and Manchester. Prices start from
£48 at Manchester including eight days parking with meet and greet.
With over 150 hotels available at 28 airports many of which offer parking inclusive packages, plus
airport lounge options for those who want to get away from the hustle and bustle of the terminal –
Superbreak really does have all your airport needs covered!
For more information or to book call Superbreak Mini-Holidays on 0871 222 3055
Or visit [http://www.superbreak.com]
For further press information please contact: Madeleine Roast or Sarah Lloyd-Morrison
Magnetic PR t: 020 8547 4006 f: 020 8547 1569 E-mail madeleine@magneticpr.co.uk or
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